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For those who wish to keep their heads in
the sand with their eyes glued shut, you are
the reason why we are here at this moment
in American (international, in fact) history.
You do not have to agree with the “vandalism” we are seeing not just here in America,
but all over the world - I certainly don't.
However, this attempt to deﬁne vandalism
in racial terms is both disturbing and painful.
I fully acknowledge the pain felt in the need
to tear down/rip the heads off of statues
of men who intentionally perpetuated the
myth of racial (as well as social, religious, and
sexual) differences to further their agenda in an effort to keep their power.
How is this not “seen”? You cry that it's art. I agree. But even art has its
place ... and its time.
To say that “we” shouldn't pay for what our “ancestors” did is a brutal slap
in the face to people of color/biracial (BIPOC) because BIPOC are STILL
paying for the foundation of white Americas ancestors' actions/intentions.
Statues are physical manifestations/reminders of BIPOCs feelings (and concrete beliefs) of worthlessness, of inferiority, and “their” superiority. I ask,
“Why do “you” get to be absolved of your ancestors' evil, but BIPOC must
STILL pay the price for their original intention? Why such vitriolic response
when protests erupt over yet another black man (or woman) being killed by
police or the neighborhood watch - on camera, or not?” The Constitution
says protest is a “right” of American citizens. (Ah! Yes! The Constitutional
argument.) Apparently, it “forgot” to CLEARLY state who is a citizen, and,
thus, who has “access” to the rights to life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, AND equal justice under the law. These statues of men who purposely and intentionally created systems that determined “value” based on skin
color (sex and religion) are physical, daily reminders of BIPOCs quasi-status. They are weaponized art.
This IS white privilege at its core. To cry vandalism of “your” art. To escape
accountability and responsibility in creating a new intention: creating a safe
space for humanity. These statutes, in short, allow you to have your cake
and eat it too.
All lives do not matter. When my son tells me that he is going out with his
friends, time stops. I ﬁght the internal choking deep in my stomach. My
breath ceases. I am forgetting how to breathe. Will my son come back to
me? Will they see only the color of his skin and not the content of his character - his 3.6 GPA, his dream to become a doctor, his big, loving heart?
History tells me it will be the former. That he will become the next face/
name in the mural/wall. And don't tell me I'm overreacting because it's not
YOUR son.
Wait! Actually, HE is! In the deepest spiritual sense, your son is my son, and
my son is yours. And when one kills the other, we share the grief of the loss
... if all lives matter. If all lives matter, then we would both stand together
and ﬁght for justice for our sons. We would ﬁght for equality and peace
for our sons. There'd be no one-sided “artistic expression on government
funded property” to tear down. But we are clearly not there yet ... where
we can all “see.”
We are clearly not ready to take our heads out of the sand, open our eyes,
and begin to create a new language guided by intentionality and mindfulness that acts on responsibility and accountability. To create a new art.
Thus, Black Lives “MUST” continue to Matter.

-Rebekah

Mother, Educator, Writer, Teacher, Speaker, Human Being
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thriving

communities

start with
full plates

Feed More collects, prepares and
distributes food to neighbors in need
throughout Central Virginia. With a service
area that stretches across 34 counties and
cities, Feed More’s comprehensive
programs and network of nearly 300
agencies helps ensure our communities
have access to healthy meals year round.

TO GIVE HELP OR GET HELP VISIT
FEEDMORE.ORG
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YES I BY SHONDA JANELL

Yes to self. Yes to life.
Yes, do away with all
anger and strife. Yes to
forgiveness. Yes to
spiritual healing,
mental freedom.

Thoughts of past faults that had me bond, chained, feet
bolted to the ground, inner man kicking and screaming.
Stuck in my past, stuck in my sins, yes, I won't make the
same mistakes again. Lord, please forgive me. Those that
swore they knew me, said they were my friends, turnt enemies once my life began to change. Yes, to never being the
same, all sins washed away, like refreshing springs showering over me His spirit came in and brought peace, brought
joy a place with Him forevermore.
Yes to self. Yes to life. Yes to another chance to get it right.
Yes, to no longer living in fear. Yes to equality among my
peers. Yes to being different and not being ashamed,
for none of us where created the same. Yes to flaws. Yes to
imperfections. Yes, to believing I'm worth it. Self
progression is important. Don't let the trials of life
change who you are. Yes to self acceptance.
Yes, to rising above, always say yes to self love.
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HEALTHY MANTRAS
COMPILED BY MARCY LAMBERT-PELLEGRINO

Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed,
citizens can change the
world. Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.

All the world is made of faith,
and trust, and pixie dust.
J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan

Margaret Mead

And now these three remain:
faith, hope and love. But the
greatest of these is love.
Anonymous, Holy Bible: King
James Version

Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to
change the world.

It is never too late to be what
you might have been
George Eliot

Nelson Mandela

But the thing about remembering is that you don't forget.
Tim O'Brien

Source:goodreads.com
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NOVEMBER 2019

FEBRUARY 2020

Exclusive
Interview
with
Dr.Shantelle
Brown

Featured Articles
in The Issue
• Steps of Self Love
• The Healing Process
• Hanging Up My Cape

POWER AND PURPOSE
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